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The transient solutionto severalproblemsthat was obtained by numericalintegration of equations of motion using a finite difference (FD) technique is comparedwith the complex-frequency
solutionsobtained by the approximatewave theoretical (AL) method of K. Aki and K. L. Larner.
The excellentagreementbetweenthe two solutionsnot only providesa comparative checkon the
accuraciesof the two techniques,but alsodemonstratesthat the interpretationof the AL solutionis
comparableto the Fourier transform of the transient solution premultiplied by an exponential
window. Most of the paper is devoted to a discussionof two models that are relevant to the
engineering-seismological
study of earthquakemotionsin soft layers of varying thicknesses.
The
FD and AL solutions show that lateral reverberations of waves produced by the nonplanar
structure form complexinterference patterns that are not predicted by the usual flat-layer approximations. In one example, constructiveinterference enhancesthe peak amplitude of the
transientmotionover the centerof the basinby a factor of 3 relativeto the flat-layer solutions.The
resultsindicate that a realistic appraisalof earthquake hazardsin areasunderlain by soft surficial
layers shouldinclude the effect of nonuniformity in the structure.

Two methodshave been discussed
recently for
the treatment of seismic-wavepropagation in
complexstructures.One solutionusesnumerical
finite-differenceintegrations of the equations of
dynamic elasticity [Alterman and Karal, 1968];
this method (called the FD method here) deals
with the propagation of transients in the time
domain and is useful for surface-waveproblems
[Boore,1970]. The other method, called here the
Aki-Larner (AL) technique,is a single-frequency

is useful,but it is moresatisfyingto comparethe
resultsof a given method with the resultsfrom
a completelydifferentmethod.Sucha comparison
was the basic motivation for the work discussed

here. By applyingthe two methodsto the same
physical problem, a comparativecheck of the
solutions can be made.

Two different problemsare consideredhere:
in the first, a layer representing
a thin crustwith
a root overlies a half-spacewith appropriate
solution based on an assumed form for the diselasticconstantsfor the mantle; in the second,
placement field [Aki and Larner, 1970]. The AL a low-velocity sediment-filledbasin lies on top
technique is best suited to problems in which of a half-spaceof more rigid materiM. Both
body waves impinge on crustal irregularities. problemsare two-dimensionaland involve the
Both techniquesare basedon approximations seismicmotions induced by vertically incident
and thus it is important to check the accuracy SH waves. Besidesacting as vehiclesfor the
of the solutions.The standard approach is to comparisonof the two methods,the problems
vary someof the numerical parameters,suchas here are of interest in their own right. This is
grid sizesin the FD method or the number of especially true of the soft-basin problem, a
scatteredwavesin the AL method.This approach discussionof which forms the bulk of this paper.
This problemis directly related to the important
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AL solution. Although the two methodsare
more fully describedin the literature referenced
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above, a brief discussionis given here. In the
AL solution a plane single-frequencywave is
assumed to be incident

interfoce_•••AS
ZERO

'-•-avefro'nt•

INITIAL

DISPLACEMENTS

back into the finite-sum

representationof the total displacementto yield
the motion and stressat any point in the medium.
It is important to note that this is a singlefrequencysolution.
FD solution. The finite difference (FD)
method gives a result in the time domain. In
this method a differenceequationapproximation
is first made to the equations of motion and
boundaryconditions[Boore,1970].The difference
equation is then solved in a recursive manner by
usinginitial displacementsand velocitiesto start
the solution. The initial

•FREE SURFACE

from below. This wave

causesa displacementfield representedby superposition of plane waves of unknown complex
amplitudes propagating in many directions.
Inhomogeneousplane waves are allowed. The
total motion is an integration over all directions,
or equivalently, over horizontal wave number k.
Under the assumptionthat the irregularity in
structure repeats itself horizontally, the integral
is replacedby an infinite sum. Truncation of this
sum and application of the interface conditions
yield a system of equationsthat are solved for
the complexscatteringcoefficients.
The equations
can then be substituted

55.Q

conditions are chosen as

requiredby the specificproblem.In the examples

presentedin this paper analytic values were
used to simulate the propagation of vertically
incident SH waves in the lower half-space.
(All the examplesinvolve a layer overlying a
half-space.)The transient form of this motion
was chosen,for convenience,as a Ricker wavelet
[Ricker, 1945]. We can require the initial displacementsto be far enoughfrom the interface
so that the analytical initial displacementsare
almost zero in the region of heterogeneity
(Figure 1). This stipulation justifies our use of
simple analytical values to start the problem.
Also shownin Figure I are someof the boundary conditionsused.Using a symmetricstructure
and vertically incident SH waves enablesus to
solve for the motion in just half the region,
as shown, with the left boundary (plane of
symmetry) treated as a free surface.In the FD
solution the other vertical boundary and the
bottom are artificial boundariesimposedby the

requirements
of computerstoragespace.On
these boundaries the motion at each time step
is given as if the basin were not present. This is

ONE- DIMENSIONAL

ANALYTICAL SOLUTION

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram giving the general
shape of the models consideredin this paper, the
boundaryconditionsusedat the artificial boundaries,
and the location of the initial displacements.The
modelsare symmetricabout the left edge.

an approximation and can lead to spurious
motion at the surface after the wave, reflected
downward from the bump, is again reflectedby
the impedancemismatch at the artificial boundaries. In practice the artificial boundaries are
placed as far from the region of heterogeneity
as is economicallyfeasible.
Comparison. To compare the FD solution
with the AL solution, Fourier transformsof the
time-domain solutionsmust be computed.There
are, however, severalpractical difficultiesin the
computation. For one, the spuriousdisturbances
from the grid boundariescan contribute significantly to the later parts of the record. Furthermore, the surface responsein some problems
reverberatesfor quite a while, and becausethe
finite-differencesolution calculatesthis response
only up to somefinite time, noticeabletruncation
effectsmay be encountered.Thus it is desirable
to apply a window to the time seriessuch that
the later amplitudes will be diminished. The
question arises as to the type of window that
shouldbe applied. Accordingto the convolution
theorem, the resulting spectralamplitudesmust
be compared with a smoothed version of the
spectra computedfrom the AL technique. This,
in general, would require a number of AL solu-
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tions at nearby frequenciesand thus would be
cumbersomeand expensive.As discussedin an
earlier paper [Aki and Larner, 1970], however,
this smoothingcan be convenientlyaccomplished
by computinga single AL solution by using
complexfrequency.Phinney [1965] pointed out
that this correspondsto using an exponential
window in the time domain with decay time
given by the reciprocalof the imaginarypart of
the radial frequency.Thus by using this particular form for the window, we can directly
compare the FD and AL solutions.
CRUST-MANTLE

PROBLEM

In this section,we discussa model in which the

slopeof the interfaceis relatively steep; in the
sectionfollowing,a model with a large velocity
contrast and a less steep slope is studied. For
both modelsthe incident wavelengthsare comparable to the dimensionsof the heterogeneity,
thus precludingan accurate solution by techniquessuchas simpleray tracing.
Considerthe model of a thin (5 km) crustal
layer with a root (5 km deep by 20 km wide)
overlaying a half-space mantle representation.
(Relevant parametersare given at the bottom
of Figure 4). This model is not of much intrinsic
interest, other than perhapsas a crude repre-

in Figure 2 and the solutionwhen no bump is
present.

A quantitative comparisonof the FD and AL
solutionsis shown in Figure 4 for the period
T - 2.56 sec. (The incident wavelet had its
dominant amplitude near this period.) The
resultswere obtainedin the followingway: the
time seriesat severalsitesalong the free surface
were windowedby multiplication of an exponential with decaytime T,(3.58 secin this example),
and then spectral anomalies were formed by
dividing the time series'spectraby the spectra
of the similarlywindowedsolutionto the problem
with no bump. Also shown in Figure 4 is the
dependence
of the FD resultson the grid spacing
DX (-DZ) and on the distancesto the artificial
boundaries NX. DX and NZ. DZ.

The FD solutionsappear to convergetoward
the AL solution as the boundaries are removed

and as the grid spacingdecreases.In the AL technique, an a posterJoriestimate of the error in
the surface displacementscan be made from
study of the match in displacementand stress
at the interface[Aki and Larner, 1970]. For the
problem discussedhere, the estimated error is
less than 2.5% and the AL solution probably
more nearly approximatesthe true solutionthan
the FD resultsdo. Still, the agreementbetween
sentation of a volcanic island root. It was chosen
the two solutionsis quite good, even with the
for computationalpurposessincethe FD method coarsergrid, and correspondsto an uncertainty
is most suitable for calculations of fields within
in the resultsof lessthan 5%. The largesterror
severalwavelengthsof scatteringheterogeneities. occursnear x - 14 km and may be causedby a
The AL method is preferableto the FD method differencein the way the curvedand fiat interface
for the more interestingcomputationof surface conditionsare treated numericallyin the FD
motionsresultingfrom the propagationof short- method.
period body waves through continental crusts
SOFT BASIN PROBLEM
that have an irregularM discontinuity.
The general nature of the transient solution
An important problem to engineeringseiscanbe seenin Figure 2. In this figureprinter-plot mologistsis understandingthe ground motion
contoursof displacementcomputed by the FD
near lateral changesin the layer thicknessof
method are shown in vertical sections at different
basinsfilled with low-rigiditysediments.Because
times. The top edgeof each plot corresponds
to of its inherent interest, the soft basin problem
the free surface;the discontinuityis represented will be considered in some detail. The two related
by the solidline. These plots are presentedonly modelsof the basinthat are shownin Figure 5
to give a qualitative picture of the displacement will be usedin an attempt to isolatesomeof the
variation in spaceand time. The contoursclearly physicalprocesses
involvedin the complexwave
show how the incident transient plane wave is interference patterns observedin our solutions
refracted, as expected, into the low-velocity for motion at the surface of the basin.
upper medium. Scattered waves in the lower
Soft basinmodel1. The relevant parameters
medium are evident. Figure 3 brings out the (shearvelocities/•and/•..,and rigiditiesy, and•z,)
scatteredwaves more clearly. Here the contours for this modelare shownin Figure5. The results
represent the difference between the solution of the calculations
canbe appliedto othermodels

WAVE-SCATTERINGPROBLE•IS
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Fig. 2. Contourplotsof the total motionin the crust-mantle
problemat times(a) 1.5, (b) 2.5,
(c) 3.5, and (d) 4.5 sec(finite differencesolution).Seetext for explanation.
by scaling distances and times by the same
factor. Note that the interface dips less steeply
than it did in the crust-mantle model, and the
velocity contrast between the layer and the
half-spaceis much larger. Becauseof this large
contrastthe layer can, to a first approximation,

bethoughtof asa platewith a rigidbottomanda
freeuppersurface.With thisdescription
in mind
we chosethe layerthicknesses
and the dominant
wavelengthsin the incident pulse such that
resonanceand anti-resonanceconditionswill be

met at variouspointsalongthe surfaceof the
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Fig. 3. Contour plots of the scatteredmotion that were derived by subtracting the solution
for the problemof a fiat layer with no bump from the solutionshownin Figure 2.

basin.Thus a complicatedgroundmotion should
be expected. This motion (computed by the
FD method) is shownin Figure 6, alongWith the
transientmotionsexpectedif the incidentwavelet
were to propagatethrough a fiat layer of thicknessgiven by the thicknessunder eachrecording

site on the surface.This reductionof a basically
two- or three-dimensional
problemto a seriesof
one-dimensionalproblems is the:common ap-

proach
in engineering
seismo•ogy
studies.
It will
be termed here the fiat-layer approximation
(FLA). Altlibugh the FLA give•,'as predicted,

WAVE-SCATTERING PROBLEMS
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Fig. 4. Comparisonof Aki-Larner (AL) and finite difference(FD) solutionsat a periodof 2.56
secfor the crust-mantleproblemdepictedat the bottomof the figure.An exponentialwindowof
decay time 3.58 sechas been used.The time incrementusedin the FD solutionwas 0.025 sec.
The shearwavevelocities
in the layerandthe half-space
are/S•and/%,respectively.
The rigidities
are •t, and

a reverberating signal at sites over the basin, a
striking discrepancybetween the FLA and FD
solutionsappearsat later times. Sincethe FLA
takes vertical interferences into account, the
discrepancyis due to the lateral interference
causedby the nonplanar shape of the basin.
More discussionof these points will be given
later. Note, however, the good agreement

the time traces by an exponentialwindow to
eliminate truncation effects and contamination
from side boundaries. In the traces shown in

Figure 6 the amount of contaminationpresent
is slight. This was determinedby running the
problemtwice (oncewith a grid 7.5 km deepby
6.5 km wide and the other time with a grid
10.0 km deep by 7.5 km wide) and observing
between the FLA and FD solutions in the first
the changein the traces.No changewasobserved
motions (t • 3 see). This showsthat the basin's in the tracesup to a rangeof 0.8 km. The later
focusingof the first arriving energy is insignif- part of the traceat x - 1.2 km showeda slight

change,and the tracesfor rangesof 1.6 km and
beyond showed a significant contamination
phasepresentin the resultsfrom the 7.5- by
As discussed
earlier, the first step in assessing 6.5-km grid. This contaminationcan be seen

icant.

The discussion above assumes that the FD
solution is correct. This remains to be shown.

the accuracyof the FD solution is to multiply

after 5.5 sec in the time series at x =

5.1 and
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x -- 5.5 kin, as shownin Figure 12 for model 2.
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The signalsobtained by windowing with an
exponentialhaving a decay time of 1.33 secare
shownin Figure 7. The later parts of the record

x=
2_.•
-•,
REFERENCE•
0

1.0

2.0

3.0
TIME

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

(sec)

Fi•. 7. The results of spplyin• •n exponenfisl
•indow hsvin• decsy time 1.33 see•o •he •rsce in
•igure 6.

have been effectivelydiminished,but someof the
interesting reverberationhas been retained.
The next step is to take the Fourier transform
of each trace and then normalize the resulting
spectrumby the spectrumof the referencetrace
(the FLA solutionat large distancex from the
basin). This processis shownin Fig•e 8 for the
trace at x = 0 kin. From the plate approximation
we expect anti-resonanceat frequencies

.-.

x:2.4

f = (n/2)(f•/h)

REFERENCE

0

1.0

2.0

5.0
TIME

4.0
(sec)

5.0

6.0

7.0

Fig. 6. Computed seismogramsfor various sites
along the free surfaceover the irregular interface in
soft basin model 1. The reference trace is the solu-

tion to the auxiliary one-dimensionalproblem of a
constant-thicknesslayer over a half-space and
represents the trace that would be observed far
from the basin. The dashed lines are the solutions

derived from the fiat-layer approximation (FLA).
The FD solutions used a grid with At -- 0.005 sec
and Ax = Az = O. 10 km.

n = 1, 2, ...

wheref• is the shearvelocity in the layer and h is
the layer thickness.The two nullsin the spectrum
shownin Figure8 occurnear the predictedvalues
for n = 1, 2.

The amplitude and phase-delay anomalies
resulting from the above steps are compared,
as a function of station location, with AL solutions at several periodsin Figures 9, 10 and 11.
The AL solutions were normalized to the Haskell

fiat-layered solution [Haskell, 1960] appropriate
to the 0.1-kin-thick layer away from the basin.
Complexfrequencywas also used in the Haskell

solution.(Because
of storagelimitations,
the FD
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results were not accumulatedat a large number

of spatiallocationsand thus in the figurescould
not be connectedby a continuousline, as could
the AL results.) The agreement between the
FD and AL solutionsis very goodthroughoutthe
range of periods illustrated and also holds for
other exponential window decay times (not
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shownhere); this agreementsupportsthe accuracies of the independent methods and confirms
the interpretation of complex frequency as
equivalent to windowing in the time domain
followed by transformation to the frequency
domain.

SoIt basinmodel•. In an attempt to investigate a monotonic changein layer thickness(as
opposedto the confined basin discussedabove)
the model shownat the bottom of Figure 5 was
used. Becauseof the symmetry about the lefthand boundary, however, the model is one of a
basin,but, as will be seen,the scalebetweenthe
input wave and basin are such that to a first
approximation the model is the desired one of a
simple changein the thicknessof the layer. In
fact, the new model is the same as the previous
one but with a fiat bottom. It was chosen to aid

in the physical interpretation, discussedbelow,
of the divergencebetweenthe FLA solutionand
the more exact solutions.

The computed time series at several points
alongthe ground'ssurfaceare shownin Figure 12.
The input wave was the same as in soft basin
model 1. Also, except for the traces at z = 0,
2.7, and 3.1 km, the station locationsare equivalent, with respectto the layer thicknessbeneath
the station, to those in the previousmodel.
The FD and AL solutionsare comparedin
Figures 13, 14, and 15 at the sameperiodsand
with the sameexponentialwindowas in model1.
As before, the comparisonis quite good, with
agreementto within 5%. This closeagreementis
expected,of course,becausethe basic problem
has not changed significantly from that in
model 1.
Discussion.

With

confidence

that

the

time

0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6',0

7.0

TIM E (sec)

Fig. 12. Computed seismograms for various
sites along the free surface over the irregular
interface in the soft basin model 2. The long-dashed
line for x -- 0, 2.7, and 3.1 km is the FLA solution.
The short-dashed

lines for x > 3.5 km are the FD

solutions to the soft basin problem 1. As discussed
in the text, the phase in the later part of the x -- 5.1
and 5.5 km traces
artificial boundaries.

is a contamination

from

the

although the first motions computedfrom the
FLA and FD methods are similar, the later
motions are significantly different. Applying a
fairly severe exponential window enhancesthe
importance of the earlier arrivals as compared

domain and frequency domain solutions are
close approximations to the real solutions, we
can proceedto discussthe significanceand mean- with the later arrivals and thus enhances the
ing of the results.Probably the most important comparisonbetween the results. This is clearly
question concernshow well the results compare shown in Figure 16, where the AL and FLA
with those computed from conventional one- results for a period of 1.71 sec and a range of
dimensionalmodelsbasedon a fiat-layer approx- window decay times are shownfor mode] 1. As
imation (FLA) of the two-dimensionalstructure. the decay time increases,thus enhancing the
The FLA was computedfor the modelsand is importance of the later reverberations, the
compared with the FD and AL results in the divergence between the results increases.It is
appropriatefigures.We seethat, in the frequency interestingto note that the dampingout of later
domain,the FLA solutiondepartsfrom the other arrivals by use of the window is similar in effect
solutionsin detail, but that in the large sense to the propagation of the wave motion through
they agree. The agreement may be artificially a morerealisticanelasticmaterial; thus Figure 16
caused by the window used, however, for, shows variability analogous to the variability
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T

(Figure 6). This pulseis three times larger than
that predictedfrom the FLA; yet this discrepancy doesnot show up to such a degreein the
amplitude spectra. This variation may be important in earthquake hazard evaluations, for
the details of the ground motion's time history
may be moreimportant than the relative magnification of its various frequencycomponentsin
the determination of structural failure; that is
to say, the phasespectrumanomaly should also

= I. 28 sec

TD =1.55sec
1.5 --
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be considered.

The

o

.3 (•2.7

3.5
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5.5

time-domain

solutions

also aid

in the

interpretation of the results. Several features

must be explained. In Figure 6 three phases
seem to be present: the first arrival, the first
multiple reflection, and a later arrival
proximate times 2.4, 4.2, and 5.9 sec in the
x - 0 km trace). The first arrival closelyfollows
the FLA solution, but the coincidencefor most
traces

ends there.

The

first

reflection

in

the

x - 0 km trace agreesin position,but not ampli-
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Fig. 13. Frequency-domaincomparisonof the
AL, FD, and FLA solutionsto soft basin model 2
the period 1.28 sec.

that would be producedby a range of Q values.
The departuresof the solutionsfrom the FLA
are of considerableimportancein the prediction
of ground motion amplitudes in evaluations of
earthquake hazards. It is widely recognized,in
practice, that such predictionsare complicated
by the hystereticstress-strainresponseof soils.
The results for the soft basin problemsindicate
that two-dimensional (•nd presumably threedimensional)effects add greatly to the complications, especiallyif the medium allows many
reverberations. Even if the medium is strongly
attenuating (as represented by the use of
T• - 1.33 sec), the disagreementbetween observedamplitudesand the amplitudesbasedon
the FLA can be important.
The time domain comparisonswith the FLA
(Figures 6 and 12) also show significantvariations, some of which were not expectedfrom
consideration
of the spectralamplitudeanomalies.
Prominent among these is the large pulse in the
time series at the center of the soft basin model 1
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be poorly predictedfrom the FLA. At x - 0 km,
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Fig. 15. Frequency domain comparisonof the
AL, FD, and FLA solutionsto soft basin model 2
at the period 3.41 sec.

rude, with the FLA. In other traces between
0.4 and 1.6 km the over-all amplitudes are
comparablebut the time correlationof the traces
is poor. These observationscan be explained
with referenceto the simple ray diagram shown
in Figure 17. The differencebetween the points
of arrival

refraction

takes place. The amplitude of the first reflection
in this caseis evidently increasedby a focusing
effect of the first reflections arriving from the

on the surface of the direct and first-

reflected rays is greatest in the range 0.4 to
1.6 km, and thus the time difference between
these arrivals at a given spatial location should

•

As opposedto the first reflection,whichappears
to be propagatingto the left (towardx = 0 km),
the third phaseappearsto travel in the opposite
direction. This would imply a source for this
phaseon the left sideof the basin.A comparison
of the time traces at equivalentstation locations
for the two soft basin models (Figure 12) shows
that removing the left part of the basin, as is
done to a first approximationin model 2, eliminates the third phase from the time seriesat
station locations over the region of decreasing
layer thickness.On the basis of these observations, we identify this laterally propagating
third phase in model I as a continuation of the
first multiple reflectionfrom one sideof the basin
to the other side. This conclusionexplains the
sourceof the third phasepropagatingto the left
into the region of constant layer thickness in
model 2 (stationsfor x • 3.5 km in Figure 12);
except for this phase, the time series for the
uniform thickness region are similar to those
computedfrom the FLA.
A comparisonof the amplitude anomaliesfor
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Fig. 16. Comparisonof AL and FLA solutionsto the soft basin model at a period of 1.71 sec
and with variousvaluesfor imaginaryfrequency(as expressedby the decaytime To of the equivalent time-domain exponential window).
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The concurrent use of the frequency- and
time-domain solutionswas helpful in studying
the soft basinproblems.The sensitivedependence
.4
of the amplitude spectrum on period makes
predictionsof ground motions difiqcult;yet the
.6
details of the time-domain behavior may be at
.8
least as important as the amplification in determining the hazard of seismicenergyto man-made
1.0
structures.
We have also seen in these problems
(km)
j
I
that the usual fiat-layer approximations give
Fig. 17. Geometricalray paths in soft basin model results that can deviate significantly from the
actual answers.Thus wheneverstrong reverbera1 for four arbitrarily selectedrays.
tions are expectedin a nonplanarlayered structure, the fiat-layer approximation may be
models1 and 2 showsthat, exceptfor the stations inadequate.
over the deepestpart of the basin,the resultsare
Acknowledgments. Ralph Wiggins supplied comin substantialagreement.In view of the existence
puter programs and helpful advice, for which we
of the third phasein model1 this agreementmay are very grateful.
seempuzzling.The exponentialwindow,however,
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centerof the basin, so that the windowedspectra
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